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Robert Yaro On: 
 
Civic engagement and infrastructure issues: 
I think part of it is that [infrastructure] is out of sight, out of mind so much that 
people flip on the light switch and they just assume that somebodyʼs taking care 
of it or they flush the toilet and assume that someoneʼs taking care of it.I think the 
thing that people have the most personal contact with in the infrastructure front is 
on the highways and on the transit systems.  People live with congestion and 
terrible pavement and all the rest of it and then they think “well, thereʼs nothing I 
can do about it,” or “itʼs just the way it is,” you know, “this is handed down to us 
by our forefathers and thereʼs nothing we can do about it.”  And then I think, also, 
weʼve been spoiled.  Our grandparents and parents and great-grand parents that 
built these systems and so forth, and this whole generation of Americans has just 
lived off the dividends, all of us baby-boomers.  Itʼs been a hell of a party, and the 
partyʼs over.  And thereʼs still this great focus on private wealth and public 
poverty. I guess,  most people are much more interested in getting a bigger flat-
panel TV than they are in improving the interstate or the transit system that they 
use every day. 
 
Catalyzing civic engagement: 
Iʼve devoted the last twenty years of my life to making civic engagement work 
here in New York. We need to keep pushing, and I think there are a number of 
ways to make this happen.  We need to deal with citizens; we need to deal with 
the civic leadership and the business leadership.  Weʼve got to work through 
elites from the top down, and the grassroots from the bottom up, and maybe weʼll 
get there. One of the things we need to do is we need to translate these issues in 
terms of peopleʼs daily lives.  This cannot be an arcane or technical discussion 
about failing pipes or smart grids or something like that.  People need to 
understand that itʼs going to improve their quality of life, that itʼs going to improve 
their livelihoods, that itʼs going to create a foundation for the country and the 
economy that their kids are going to inherit, but itʼs got to be in terms of peopleʼs 
daily lives or itʼs not going anywhere. 
 
There are so many other things that are out there that the American public is 
worried about.  [Infrastructure] has taken a back seat to climate and to 
healthcare, certainly, and itʼs not – I donʼt want to say it isnʼt on the agenda of the 
Obama administration -- it is, but itʼs down the list, and it isnʼt going to make it to 
the top of the list unless the American people start demanding it.  So I think what 



youʼre doing is part of the solution.  Weʼre certainly working on it.  There are 
dozens of other groups that are trying to elevate this issue into something that 
the government needs to address sooner rather than later.  But you know, I think 
we need to make the connections to the things that the people do care about.  
Theyʼre worried about their jobs and this is about creating new jobs, theyʼre 
worried about the climate and the future of the planet, and this is about the future 
of the planet; this is about reducing greenhouse gases, and so forth.  Theyʼre 
worried about their commute to work, and this is about improving their commute 
to work, and all of the above.  We have to, again, tie it back to the things that 
people care about.  Too much of the discussion has been an inside-ball type of 
discussion: it hasnʼt really reached the public in the way that it needs to. 
 
Congestion pricing: 
We know [congestion pricing] works, we accept it in every other aspect of our 
lives.  You pay in your power, in your electric bill, you pay more in periods of 
scarcity at the food store for things that are scarce and, you know, you pay more 
for blueberries this time of year than you do in summertime, for example.  Well, 
why is that?  Because there are fewer blueberries in the northern hemisphere.  
Everybody accepts that, and then you talk about pricing access to the highways 
and you say “thatʼs my birthright to drive whenever I want, wherever I want 
without paying for it.”  Then you sit in traffic for half an hour or forty-five minutes 
and, you know, people are not able to make these connections.  So I think, some 
of it is weʼve just got to grow up and weʼve got to get used to the fact that weʼre in 
a new world.   
 
High-speed rail and global competitiveness: 
Morocco is building its first high-speed rail line between Tangiers and 
Casablanca, the first of several of these things.  This is a country with a GDP 
thatʼs half the size of Connecticutʼs, and theyʼre moving ahead with it.  So, weʼre 
behind virtually the entire rest of the industrialized, and now some of the 
industrializing, world on this thing.  If we donʼt get serious, and we are--you know, 
the Obama administration has moved high-speed rail farther in 8 months than it 
had been moved in the past 30 years--but weʼve got to keep going.  The 8 billion 
dollars in the stimulus legislation is a down payment on whatʼs going to cost 
ultimately hundreds of billions of dollars to build a high-speed rail network.  But 
weʼve got to keep moving on this stuff or the rest of the world is going to leave us 
in the dust.  I think people need to understand that itʼs not the only thing we need 
to remain competitive in the global economy, but itʼs one of the big things we 
need to do.  So, I think you add up all these reasons and eventually the American 
public will always…you know, the old Winston Churchill quip about how you can 
depend on the Americans to do the right thing after theyʼve exhausted all the 
other possibilities, and thatʼs kind of where we are, I think, kind of running out of 
other possibilities. 
 



The politics of infrastructure repair: 
Our hope is that the president, who is obviously one of the great communicators 
of his age, that when he gets…and theyʼre being very strategic about the way 
theyʼre handling things.  They realize that they canʼt get the congress to act on 
everything all at once and so theyʼve got this queue that begins with the 
healthcare business and probably climate change and energy after that, and 
possibly this issue after that.  The hope is once we get there…unfortunately 
things are so poisoned in Washington.  The politics and the partisanship and so 
forth are so poisonous, and this has always been a bipartisan issue going back to 
Dwight Eisenhowerʼs day, or probably going back to George Washingtonʼs day 
itʼs been a bipartisan issue and we need to keep it there.  Thereʼs no Republican 
or Democratic way to fix potholes. 
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